
Nijman/Zeetank International Logistic Group is a logistics service provider in transport and the distribution of glass, petrochemicals, fuel and gas.
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After a long cold winter, summer 2013 is definitely on its way. Companies in 

the transport and logistics sector ended 2012 with varying results. A survey 

among Dutch transport and logistics companies showed that only half of them 

recorded positive financial results in 2012. On a scale of 1 to 10, whereby 1 

is very bad and 10 excellent, milk transport companies gave the year 2012 

a decent 8. Tank and silo transport companies engaged in the transport of 

hazardous substances gave the year a 7.5. However, businesses involved in 

transporting building materials only gave it a 3. These scores will undoubtedly 

apply to most transport and logistics service providers in Europe, with some 

local differences possible. Fortunately, Nijman/Zeetank has a mix of activities. 

However, we wouldn’t score last year much higher than a 6. 

This summer will show whether 2013 has the potential for growth. A great deal 

depends on consumer trust. As soon as that trust has been restored, con-

sumers will start to spend and invest more. This will be an important positive 

signal, both for you as a client and for us as a logistics company.

Nevertheless, Nijman/Zeetank has made the necessary investments (for 

growth) in 2013. With regard to our tank activities, we placed an order for 50 

new tank containers and 30 chassis. For our LNG activities, we have also 

invested in new containers and chassis. For warehouse activities in Poland, 

orders were placed for a range of internal transport equipment, which is due 

for delivery from June 2013.

A survey conducted by a major Dutch bank among shippers and logistics 

service providers showed that tendering usually has a negative impact on the 

partnership between both parties. The shipper generally wants to get a more 

competitive price, resulting in a lower margin for the logistics service provider. 

However, a major contributing factor facing the parties is the ”switch cost” and 

a decline in quality. The study also shows that the clients’ own customers are 

not totally convinced about the changes. According to the report, it is more 

effective to invest energy in deepening the relationship, getting to know each 

others processes better, and thus optimise the service. From a relationship, a 

partnership emerges, whereby the partnership is described as the collabora-

tion between parties on a commercial and non-commercial basis to achieve 

certain joint goals. Through the focus on process optimisation and new service 

provision, value creation emerges in the logistic chain and contributes sub-

stantially to improved quality and efficiency. 

Nijman/Zeetank looks forward to deepening and broadening our relationships. 

By making more intensive use of each others specialist knowledge, we can 

optimise our services to you. All parties, including the client’s customer, will 

notice and appreciate these developments.

Summer 2013 is on its way. We want to flourish and grow with you in the 

 coming months. <<

Kees van Noordt

Kees van Noordt

Managing director
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Future technologies, industrial trends, rapidly growing markets, investment 

decision makers and industry experts from all around the world, and at the 

right place and the right time. Only one exhibition for logistics, telematics and 

transport does all that: Transport Logistic. Every two years, it brings together 

the “who’s who” in the industry in Munich for a unique exhibition - with innova-

tive solutions and products for the entire value-added chain in the transport, 

logistics and telematics sectors. In 2011, 1,893 exhibitors from 59 countries 

participated in the exhibition to present their latest developments to 51,310 

highly-qualified trade visitors from 137 countries, making contact with decision-

makers in all sectors of the logistics industry and securing themselves valuable 

know-how.

The world’s largest exhibition
for transport and logistics

After Germany, the top ten countries of 

origin for visitors were, in order: Austria, 

Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland, Czech 

Republic, France, Belgium, Poland, 

United Kingdom and Hungary.

The first Transport Logistic was in 1978. 

This year is the 14th edition and we will 

have our own stand in hall B4, stand 

number 125/226, where we will be 

showing a new lightweight chassis and 

tank container. For this occasion, we 

interviewed a number of our customers 

to ask what they think about this 

exhibition. We hope to see you in 

Munich at the next transport logistic, 

from 4 to 7 June 2013.

Transport Logistic Munich is regarded 

as the leading trade fair for this particu-

lar sector. “It’s the most relevant and 

biggest event of its kind”, says Klaus 

Wessing, executive manager logistics at 

Helm AG in Germany. He describes the 

transport and logistic trade fair in 

Munich as ‘the place to be’. Łukasz 

Wiatrowski from PCC Rokita (Poland) 

agrees, “for us, this trade fair is the main 

event for our sector in Europe.” William 

de Boer is going, of course. As the man 

responsible for purchasing logistics, 

transport and storage at Cytec Indus-

tries (Netherlands), William de Boer 

feels obliged to go. His Dutch colleague 

at K&H Chemicals, Marjon Feenstra, 

agrees, “virtually everyone involved in 

transport in Europe will be there, so as a 

company operating in that sector, you 

really need to be there.” 

According to D. Mizak from Zakłady 

Azotowe PUŁAWY S.A. in Poland, the 
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trade fair is an excellent opportunity to 

find out what logistics companies have 

to offer. “It saves a lot of time, which we 

don’t have much of anyway. At the trade 

fair, you can make new business 

contacts and find the latest logistics 

solutions. You meet business partners 

and share information and experiences 

with colleagues from the sector.” William 

de Boer says, “our logistics network 

covers many European countries and 

we use road, sea and air transport for 

both packaged and bulk freight. For us, 

it’s particularly important to meet 

logistics service providers who we 

haven’t seen before and learn about 

their specialisations. You never know, 

they might be able to play a significant 

role in our transport in the future.”

Munich has hosted the logistics trade 

fair for many years. The most striking 

feature says Klaus Wessing, is the 

continuing expansion of the exhibition. 

Both the surface area and the number of 

participating companies and visitors has 

risen over the years. According to Klaus 

Wessing this is also the reason why it 

has grown in stature among companies 

in the sector.

Patrick Ley, director of transport and 

freight management at Sachtleben 

Chemie GmbH in Germany, sees a trend 

towards more professionalisation at the 

trade fair. Particularly through greater 

focus on presentation, “today, exhibitors 

place much more emphasis on the 

(technical) information. That means that 

the visitor who wants information about 

current and future possibilities and 

developments in logistics doesn’t go 

home empty-handed.” 

William de Boer feels that the trade fair 

has become much more international. 

“Initially, the focus was mainly on 

Germany.” Marjon Feenstra feels that it’s 

important that a trade fair organisation 

continually seeks to improve. She gives 

a simple example, “based on our 

experience of previous editions, 

everything is now much more clearly 

signposted, making it easier for the 

visitor to find what he’s looking for.” With 

all those halls, that’s a great improve-

ment.

How much importance do visitors attach 

to the trade fair? Munich may not be 

next door to Hamburg, home to Helm 

AG, but the chemical marketing com-

pany is sending a delegation of people 

on a two day visit to Transport Logistic 

Munich. That’s how important it is to 

Klaus Wessing.

For Łukasz Wiatrowski, the opportunity 

to engage with a potential partner is 

great added value. He is particularly 

interested in companies which take an 

innovative approach to solving problems 

and which offer new services and 

products. “Normally, we offer our clients 

a ‘tailored’ project and we often need a 

specific solution Thanks to the contacts 

we make at the trade fair, we have 

access to such solutions.” According to 

D. Mizak from PUŁAWY S.A., more and 

more companies are beginning to 

realise that improving efficient use of 

resources can give them a competitive 

edge. It can boost production capacity 

and reduce the use of raw materials, 

energy and emissions.

For Sachtleben, building up and 

strengthening the network is vital. 

Patrick Ley says, “Transport Logistic 

presents itself as a platform on which 

– just like other trade fairs – you can 

show your appreciation to existing 

suppliers and customers and thus 

reinforce those contacts. However, the 

trade fair also enables companies to 

develop their business relationship by 

giving each other feedback and 

discussing new options. Also, with 

regard to ICT, where we want to expand 

our services, for example by implement-

ing a track and trace system.” It’s 

particularly in this area that he thinks he 

will find interesting offers put to his 

company at the fair.

Identifying and benefiting from new 

trends are the real attention points for 

Sachtleben when visiting Transport 

Logistic Munich. Among the trends 

which Patrick Ley is watching, sustain-

ability and green logistics are certainly 

important, “as soon as environmental 

pollution starts to play a more relevant 

role in the transport world, it will become 

more significant.”

William de Boer agrees about the rising 

importance of Green Logistics. At Cytec 

Messe München
June 4 - 7, 2013Visit us!

Hall B4, Booth 125/226
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too, they are trying hard to reduce their 

CO2 emissions and increase sustain-

ability in production with clear objec-

tives to improve the environment. 

However, there are limitations within his 

area of responsibility. William de Boer, 

“often sustainability and cost optimisa-

tion go hand in hand. We aim at 

intermodal transportation as far as 

possible and we strive to optimise our 

payload. Unfortunately, there are often 

restrictions on both the production side 

and with our clients which make further 

optimisation impossible. The ‘cash flow’ 

improvements initiated in companies 

also limit the possibilities of optimal 

green logistics”.  

Marjon Feenstra looks forward to 

environmentally related developments. 

“When new transport options are 

introduced which have a positive impact 

on the environment, we will certainly be 

interested. It’s certainly something that 

has our attention.”

Helm AG does not yet apply Green 

Logistics as a central theme. Neverthe-

less, the company does recognise the 

increasing importance of the problem. 

According to Klaus Wessing, perform-

ance and cost factors are playing a 

greater role in logistics. Furthermore, he 

feels that green logistics in intermodal 

transportation is less important than in 

road transport. “Our company doesn’t 

operate in the consumer market, so it’s 

less relevant to us.” However, this is only 

a snapshot, says Klaus Wessing. If 

legislation introduces changes which 

have consequences for the costs, that 

could also change the attitude of  

Helm AG.

“An important question is how a 

company that’s supposed to be ‘green’ 

can also be effective”, Łukasz 

 Wiatrowski wonders. “In our work,  

we’ve reached a kind of impasse; on the 

one hand we have to fulfil the growing 

needs of our clients. On the other hand, 

we are required to adapt to the restric-

tions imposed on us by law, which 

means higher costs, like the compulsory 

vignettes.” <<

A drawing of the Nijman/Zeetank stand at the trade fair in Munich.
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‘Spijkenisse (on paper) escapes disaster’

This was the headline in the regional newspaper following a disaster exercise 

here in Spijkenisse. The coordinator from the authority (DCMR) asked  

Nijman/Zeetank to take part in four exercises involving the combined emergen-

cy services (environment, fire service, ambulance and police) on our site. The 

aim was to train and appraise the responsible officers in disaster scenarios. 

We warmly supported this initiative, because a good response in the event of 

an emergency is in everyone’s interest. A practical approach to such an exer-

cise generates more knowledge for all parties involved. However, we set one 

condition - that our own emergency team would be given a role in the exercises. 

Shared knowledge 
promotes safety 

During the fictional toxic cloud which 

was produced in the heating process in 

a tank container, the focus was on 

communications between the emergen-

cy services as well as the input, 

communication and information 

provision of our own emergency team. 

All this was done in very realistic 

conditions. An extensive evaluation with 

all parties involved produced several 

learning and improvement points.  

The exercises were finally completed 

with a positive result. Even the media 

(which are generally critical about the 

chemical industry) viewed the joint 

exercise in a positive light and published 

an article on it. 

>>  Specialist hazardous  

substances

Within our organisation, we have several 

specialists in hazardous substances. 

After two years of study, they were 

trained in transport, storage and the 

handling of hazardous substances, as 

defined in the ADR. At least one 

specialist is also part of the emergency 

team mentioned above and takes part in 

exercises. These specialists are 

members of the Specialist Association 

Hazardous Substances (SVGS) and the 

Association of Safety Advisors (VVA). In 

this way, a strong network of specialists 

is created. Every year, meetings are 

organised in the various companies in 

which these specialists are based which 

enables them to share knowledge and 

provides a perfect forum for considering 

practical problems. 

Safety
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Last September, the association was 

invited to Nijman/Zeetank in Spijkenisse. 

During an extensive tour, we explained 

the different activities involving hazard-

ous substances performed within our 

organisation. We discussed  the safety 

instructions which are taken in such 

cases and explained the regulations in 

place to prevent serious accidents and 

the demands imposed by our environ-

mental permit to be allowed to perform 

such activities.

The day ended at Scheepvaart en 

Transport College in Rotterdam with 

various practical assignments. Acci-

dents were enacted as if people had 

come into contact with a hazardous 

substance. These assignments were 

about the specialists assessing the 

situation correctly and then acting in a 

responsible manner. 

Nijman/Zeetank is convinced that 

sharing knowledge is essential for its 

continued development. By opening our 

own doors, we give away knowledge but 

we also receive knowledge in return. 

With regard to (dealing with) hazardous 

substances, not only do we improve 

safety within our own organisation, it 

also has a positive impact on all the 

various organisations involved in health 

and safety matters. <<

The combined emergency services (environment, fire 

service, ambulance and police) organised a very rea-

listic disaster exercise on the Nijman/Zeetank site in 

Spijkenisse. The emergency team at Nijman/Zeetank 

also played a role.
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Traditionally, Nijman/Zeetank has 

managed maintenance work itself 

wherever possible. Experience has 

shown that having one’s own garage 

gives most flexibility, with short and 

rapid lead times. All the equipment is 

subject to stringent regulations, not 

only statutory (which differ for each 

country), but also internal requirements. 

These may be both technical and image 

related. The latter is an important 

argument for managing maintenance in 

house and by doing so, Nijman/Zeetank 

retains more control over quality levels. 

>> Specialist glass trailer

Where innenladers are concerned, 

Nijman/Zeetank has great expertise in 

handling this specialist glass trailer. 

Besides repair and regular mainte-

nance, numerous adjustments and 

innovative modifications are performed 

in house. This also applies to the 

maintenance of our fleet of tank 

containers. 

Besides periodical inspections (2.5 and 

5 years), in recent years a lot of experi-

ence has been obtained as to how 

damage occurs at ferry terminals. This 

The three sites in the Netherlands, UK and Poland all have their own garages. 

Here, skilled and motivated engineers perform maintenance on the various 

types of equipment used by Nijman/Zeetank. 

Owning your own garage gives 
more control over quality levels 

Sustainability
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From experience, Nijman/Zeetank 

knows that having one’s own garage 

gives most flexibility.

provided clear insight into the vulner-

able components of short-sea tank 

containers. Tank containers are 

modified in house and the experience is 

shared with the tank builder. In this way, 

we work constantly to develop a 

container which is less susceptible to 

the many handling processes per-

formed at the terminals. This prevents 

unnecessary down time and gives the 

client more certainty about receiving a 

container in perfect condition. Fuel 

tanks are subject to stringent regula-

tions and both the authorities and the 

client expect high standards of perform-

ance of the equipment. The company’s 

own garages are certified to perform the 

maintenance on these tanks.

>>  Transport management  

system

Our transport management system 

monitors the correct maintenance 

intervals. The operational department is 

then alerted about planned mainte-

nance and/or periodic inspections. 

Repair reports are also updated in this 

system, which prevents the use of faulty 

material. 

However, Nijman/Zeetank has con-

sciously decided not to maintain and 

repair all the transport equipment itself. 

Technical developments relating to 

trucks outpace those involving trailer 

equipment and containers. The 

(constant) training of personnel and 

continual investment in new equipment 

and tools is expensive. Nijman/Zeetank 

decided relatively quickly that it would 

be better to outsource this maintenance 

to a ‘partner’. Our dealers work inten-

sively to achieve the desired standards 

and minimise down time. Maintenance 

contracts are in place that clearly 

establishes the maintenance cost per 

kilometre. <<
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The LNG tank containers are being built 

according to the latest technical 

standards to optimise their own weight 

and loading capacity.

High quality insulation ensures a lengthy 

stand time and the containers have a 

capacity of 57.5 m3 LNG.

New chassis constructed in the same 

way as the LNG tank containers will also 

be delivered this year. <<

Nijman/Zeetank has been transporting LNG for many years. In mid 2013, the 

company will be taking delivery of a series of new tank containers suitable for 

LNG transport. 

New LNG tank containers

News
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The Spijkenisse site recently invested in 30 new 30 ft. tank container chassis. Besides replacing old stock, this investment also constitutes an expan-

sion of the existing fleet of container chassis. When considering this invest-

ment, besides taking into account the 
weight of the chassis we also looked at safety and sustainability. The use of perforated spars and a different axis suspension produced a 400 kilo weight saving compared with the previous series of tank container chassis and produces an empty weight of under 

3,100 kilos. The chassis are fitted with  

a safe step with a railing for the driver. By clever standardisation of parts  

(led lighting, axes and valves),  

Nijman/Zeetank limits its holding of spare parts and keeps stocks low in  

its own workplace. <<The Spijkenisse site recently invested in 30 new 30 ft. tank container chassis. Besides replacing old stock, this investment also constitutes an expansion of the existing fleet of container chassis. New tank container chassis 

The use of perforated spars and a different axis suspension produced a 400 kilo weight saving. 
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Our offices

Nijman/Zeetank Internationale Transporten BV

Nijman/Zeetank Internationale Tanktransporten BV

Wattweg 2 - 3208 KH Spijkenisse

P.O. BOX 85 - 3200 AB Spijkenisse

The Nederlands

Tel.: +31 (0) 181 - 691 900

Fax: +31 (0) 181 - 691 919

info@nijman-zeetank.com 

Nijman/Zeetank International Transport Ltd

Washway Lane Merseyside - St. Helens WA10 6PE

United Kingdom

Tel.: +44 (0) 1744 - 694000

Fax: +44 (0) 1744 - 616911

info@nijman-zeetank.com

Nijman/Zeetank Internationale Tanktransporten BV

Salvesen Way Freightliner Road - Hull HU3 4UQ

United Kingdom

Tel.: +44 (0) 1482 - 381481

Fax: +44 (0) 1482 - 381482

info@nijman-zeetank.com

Nijman/Zeetank International Transport Sp. z o.o.

ul. Zarzekowice 18 - 27-600 Sandomierz

Poland

Tel.: +48 (0) 15-8335100-103

Fax: +48 (0) 15-8335105

info@nijman-zeetank.com

Sales Offices Germany (Haan)

Nijman/Zeetank Internationale Tanktransporten BV

Tel.: +49 (0) 2129 928941

Fax: +31 (0) 181 - 691919 

info@nijman-zeetank.com
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